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Abstract
The problem of estimating human gaze from eye appearance is regarded as mapping high-dimensional features to
low-dimensional target space. Conventional methods require densely obtained training samples on the eye appearance manifold, which results in a tedious calibration
stage. In this paper, we introduce an adaptive linear regression (ALR) method for accurate mapping via sparsely
collected training samples. The key idea is to adaptively
find the subset of training samples where the test sample is
most linearly representable. We solve the problem via l1 optimization and thoroughly study the key issues to seek for
the best solution for regression. The proposed gaze estimation approach based on ALR is naturally sparse and lowdimensional, giving the ability to infer human gaze from
variant resolution eye images using much fewer training
samples than existing methods. Especially, the optimization
procedure in ALR is extended to solve the subpixel alignment problem simultaneously for low resolution test eye images. Performance of the proposed method is evaluated by
extensive experiments against various factors such as number of training samples, feature dimensionality and eye image resolution to verify its effectiveness.

1. Introduction
The goal of gaze estimation technology is to detect human visual attention. Such ability is useful or even crucial in many applications. For instance, it has long been
suggested that gaze sensors could be a good alternative to
traditional input devices for computers, while commercial
systems have already been used for people with disabilities
to accomplish tasks only by gazing. Other possible applications are found in various areas including human computer
interaction, marketing research, virtual training, and medical research.
Early gaze sensors are intrusive, and thus their usage
is severely limited to specific areas. Non-intrusive gaze
estimation became a research focus with the development
of computer vision technology, where the feature-based

Figure 1: Overview of the method. Low-dimensional feature is first extracted uniformly from eye images regardless of their resolutions, then reconstructed by training samples adaptively chosen on the appearance manifold via l1 optimization. The optimization also provides feedback to
help extract features from low resolution images with accurate subpixel alignment. Finally, local linear regression is
performed to estimate gaze position on the screen.
methods were first introduced. The most commonly extracted features include corneal infrared reflections, pupil
center [13], and iris contour [15]. Using these features,
gaze direction is estimated by a wide variety of methods
from conventional eyeball modeling [5] to a cross-ratios
based geometric method [19]. Comprehensive surveys can
be found in [8, 6].
Unlike feature-based methods, appearance-based methods use an entire eye image as a high-dimensional input
feature and map the feature to low-dimensional gaze position space. Their advantage lies in that, as long as there is
no need to extract small scale eye features, it would be sufficient to use only a single webcam with relative low resolution instead of using infrared/zoom-in cameras and pan-tilt
unit. Baluja and Pomerleau [2] proposed a neural networkbased regression method and collected 2000 samples for
training. A similar method was also introduced by Xu et
al. [18]. Tan et al. [11] investigated the local linearity on
the appearance feature manifold and interpolated unknown
gaze position using 252 training samples. However, a major
disadvantage of these methods is that obtaining such great
number of training samples results in a tedious calibration
procedure that cannot be accepted by ordinary users.
Recently, Williams et al. [16] introduced a Gaussian Process regression based semi-supervised method to reduce the

1. To reduce the cost of the cumbersome calibration procedure, the proposed method requires only a small
number of sparsely collected training samples, while
the estimation accuracy is guaranteed by utilizing
adaptive local regression with optimally chosen training samples.
2. The proposed method extracts low-dimensional features uniformly from different resolution eye images.
Thus the estimation is resolution-independent. Specifically, accurate estimation is performed with a subpixel
alignment method for low resolution test images.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the proposed method in detail. Section 3 presents
and discusses the evaluation results from extensive experiments. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Gaze estimation from eye appearance
We propose an appearance-based gaze estimation
method aiming at 1) reducing the number of training samples and 2) uniformly supporting different resolution eye
images. To achieve these goals, techniques including lowdimensional feature extraction, adaptive linear regression,
and subpixel alignment for low resolution test images are
introduced under a uniform framework.

2.1. Low-dimensional feature extraction
Existing appearance-based methods generate feature
ei ∈ Rm from i-th captured image Ii by raster scan of
all pixels, thus the typical feature dimensionality m reaches
several thousand [11, 18] or even higher (e.g. edge map is
added in [16]). High-dimensional feature keeps all the information in the image. However, as eyeball movement
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number of labeled training samples. However, many unlabeled samples are still required. Sugano et al. [9] suggested
utilizing automatically computed saliency maps to generate
training samples while the user is watching a video clip.
This method is quite novel but with relatively low accuracy.
Some other methods proposed by Sugano et al. [10] and Lu
et al. [7] focus on the specific scenario of free head motion
and do not actually reduce the number of training samples
for any given head pose. In addition, none of these methods
explores the ability of appearance-based methods to use low
resolution eye images for gaze estimation.
In this paper, we propose a novel appearance-based
method for gaze estimation with sparsely collected training
samples. An overview of the method is briefly illustrated
in Figure 1. The proposed framework integrates the procedures of feature extraction, adaptive reconstruction on manifold and estimation by regression. Specifically, our method
shows the following significant differences from existing
methods:
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Figure 2: Eye appearance feature extraction. (a) shows the
1st image; (b) shows the detected eye corner and extracted
templates; (c)(d) illustrate the eye corner matching and the
final crop of the following images; (e)(f) show subregions
divided by 3 × 5 and the generated 15-D feature vector.
is approximately 2-D, such high dimensionality is somewhat redundant. Moreover, the actually captured eye regions should be of variant resolutions, thus pixel-wise feature extraction becomes inapplicable in practice.
We introduce a feature extraction method consisting of
two steps: eye region crop and feature generation. In the
first step, as we assume a fixed head pose, the rough eye
regions can be cropped from the original images uniformly,
and then bilateral filter is applied (Figure 2a). To deal with
small head motion, an additional registration process is performed. For the first eye image, both its inner and outer eye
corners are detected by canny edge filter and their corresponding image regions are saved as templates (Figure 2b).
For the following eye images, the eye corners are found by
matching with the templates (Figure 2c). Finally, the precise eye image Ii is cropped in accordance with the positions of eye corners and a fixed aspect ratio (Figure 2d).
In the feature generation step, the cropped eye image Ii
is further divided into r × c subregions. The c columns are
divided evenly, while the r rows are split first from inner
eye corners (Figure 2e). Let Sj denote the sum of pixel
intensities in j-th subregion, then feature vector is generated
,··· ,Sr×c ]T
by ei = [S1 ,S2∑
(Figure 2f).
Sj
j

2.2. Eye appearance manifold
All the eye appearance features {ei } ∈ Rm constitute a
manifold in the m-D space. As the eyeball movement has
only 2 degrees of freedom, the manifold has an approximately 2-D surface. To test this statement, we project the
manifold into 3-D space by PCA transformation for visualization, as shown in Figure 3. Several observations can
be obtained: 1) the manifold can be approximated as a 2-D
surface with most information accumulating inside two major dimensions; 2) the proposed 15-D feature keeps more
information in the first three major dimensions (Figure 3c)
than the pixel-wise extracted feature (Figure 3b). Note that
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Figure 3: 2-D gaze space and eye appearance feature manifold. (a) plots the positions of 33 training samples on the 2-D
screen plane. (b) shows the eye appearance manifold consisting of pixel-wise extracted features (circles) in 3-D space. The
eigenvalues for the three displayed dimensions are also shown in percentage. Similarly, (c) illustrates the proposed 15-D
feature case. Notice the similarity of samples’ locations between gaze position plane and the manifold surface.
although the manifold in Figure 3b seems smoother, nonlinearity can be hidden in other dimensions; and 3) most
importantly, note that after being projected, samples’ relative locations on manifold (Figure 3b and 3c) are similar to
the gaze positions (Figure 3a).
These observations help us understand the efficiency of
linear interpolation-based methods [10, 11]. The basic idea
is to reconstruct the appearance feature ê of the test sample by linear combination. Let {ei } denote the features of
training samples and {xi } denote the corresponding gaze
positions. Solving
∑
∑
ê =
wi ei s.t.
wi = 1
(1)
i

i

for the weights {wi }, then calculate the gaze position x̂ by:
∑
x̂ =
wi xi
(2)
i

{e′j }

{x′j }

denote the subsets of {ei } and {xi }
and
Let
whose corresponding weights {wj ̸= 0}. Note that using
the same {wi } in Equation 1 and 2 requires the linear combination be kept between the subspaces spanned by {e′j }
and {x′j }. Without any prior knowledge, this requirement
is ensured by locality, i.e. limiting {e′j } within a sufficient
small region. Existing methods [10, 11] determine this local
region by selecting {e′j } with the smallest Euclidean distances from ê. However, if the training samples are sparsely
collected, as shown in Figure 3a, it is likely that even the
nearest sample is not really local. We argue that in such
cases, linear methods such as Equation 2 can be still effective. While the key lies on the optimal choice of supporting
training samples {e′j } that best keep the linear combination
with {x′j }.

2.3. Adaptive linear regression via l1 -optimization
Let matrixes E = [e1 , e2 , · · · , en ] ∈ Rm×n and X =
[x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ] ∈ R2×n consist of all the features and

gaze positions of the training samples. Linear regression
can be obtained by simply finding a transformation:
AE = X

(3)

where A ∈ R2×m is the projection matrix. With training
samples’ number n > m, Equation 3 is overdetermined and
each estimation of xi contains errors. Thus, accurate estimation should be found only for a subset {(e′j , x′j )}. Then
local transformation A′ is calculated by:
A′ E ′ = X ′

(4)
′

where E ′ = [e′1 , e′2 , · · · , e′n′ ] ∈ Rm×n and n′ < m.
However, estimation using A′ is only accurate for samples included in {(e′j , x′j )}. For any test sample (ê, x̂),
there is no guarantee that A′ ê = x̂. We consider how to
choose {(e′j , x′j )} in order to make A′ most probably accurate for estimating x̂ from ê. It is intuitive that ê should
be closely correlated to {e′j } and thus share the same linear
mapping. We seek such a ‘correlation’ by finding the fewest
e′j able to interpolate ê linearly with total weights equals to
1. Thus ê is considered to live in the low-dimensional subspace spanned by {e′j } and most probably share the same
transformation A′ in estimation. Therefore, we calculate:
ŵ = arg min∥w∥0

Ew = ê ∈ Rm , 1T w = 1
(5)
and then {e′j } is selected from {ei } with nonzero weights
in ŵ. Finally, the gaze position is estimated from ê by:
w

s.t.

x̂ = A′ ê = A′ E ŵ = A′ E ′ ŵ′ + A′ E 0 ŵ0
= X ′ ŵ′ + 0 = X ′ ŵ′ + X 0 ŵ0 = X ŵ ∈ R2

(6)

where ŵ′ /ŵ0 is composed by the nonzero/zero elements in
ŵ, and E 0 /X 0 is formed by columns from E/X that correspond to ŵ0 .
Having Equation 6, we only need to solve Equation 5 for
ŵ rather than obtaining A′ . However, solving this problem

is NP-hard [1]. Fortunately, l1 -norm minimization can be
an alternative when ŵ is sparse enough [3, 4]. At the same
time, note that according to Section 2.1, any extracted feature ei satisfies 1T ei = 1. Thus from Ew = ê, we have
1T (Ew) = 1T (ê) ⇒ [· · · , 1T ei , · · · ]w = 1 ⇒ 1T w = 1
(7)
which naturally ensures the second constraint in Equation 5
and this constraint can be omitted. In addition, a tolerance
term ε should be introduced to make a tradeoff between
sparsity and linear combination precision:
ŵ = arg min∥w∥1
w

s.t. ∥Ew − ê∥2 < ε

Figure 4: Eye image alignment for feature extraction. The
feature extraction method in Section 2.1 is based on the precise eye corner detection, which is not feasible for low resolution images. In that case, the alignment position (x, y)
should be determined with subpixel accuracy.

(8)

By minimizing ∥w∥1 , we are actually pursuing the lowest dimensional subspace where the interpolation result Ew
lives. Note that ε restricts the maximum allowed Euclidean
distance from Ew to the true ê. Thus with small ε, ê is considered to be in the same subspace approximately, and local
transformation in Equation 4 is applicable. As an important
complement of the proposed method, the optimal choice of
ε is thoroughly investigated and given later in Section 3.1
along with experimental demonstrations.
Relationship to other works. l1 -minimization has been
used in many vision-related researches, among which the
works by Wright et al. [17] and Tan et al. [12] share similarities with ours. However, our work essentially differs
in two main ways. First, as both their problems concern
face recognition, they are more focused on discriminability; while our purpose is to find the best linear regression
for mapping from feature space to target space (i.e. the 2-D
gaze position space). Second, to seek sparsity, Wright et
al. [17] also introduced an error term ε while not mentioning how to determine its value. However, as discussed later
in Section 3.1, the value of ε is essential and meaningful in
our case and must be carefully chosen. Furthermore, Tan et
al. [12] transformed the data using a Gaussian random matrix in order to meet the RIP condition [3] for sparsity. This
is not applicable in our situation because the transformation
is not affine. Thus linear combination weights cannot be
kept between transformed feature space and original target
space and also Equation 7 fails.

2.4. Subpixel alignment for low resolution image
As shown in Figure 4, for feature extraction, the method
in Section 2.1 positions the extracting region by detecting
two eye corners. However, with a low resolution eye image,
it is difficult to find eye corners with sufficient precision.
Here we propose an alignment method to accurately extract
features from low resolution eye regions.
Assuming frontal face orientation, we first estimate the
extracted region size via large scale face features. Then
what must be determined is the alignment position (x, y).
Let e(x,y) denote the feature extracted with the alignment
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Figure 5: Subpixel alignment by minimizing ∥w∥1 . (a)
shows accurate alignment position with minimized ∥w∥1 ;
(b) illustrates the hierarchical search procedure of 3 levels for the minimized ∥w∥1 . Markers with different
sizes/colors indicate searching positions in each level.
position (x, y). If all training samples {ei } are generated
from accurately cropped eye images, then only when (x, y)
is also correctly found, e(x,y) lies on the appearance manifold constituted by {ei } and ∥w∥1 achieves the minimum
of 1. Figure 5a shows an example where ∥w∥1 becomes the
global minimum with accurate alignment position (x, y).
Thus we optimize (x, y) by minimizing ∥w∥1 :
((x̂, ŷ), ŵ) = arg min ∥w∥1 s.t. ∥Ew − e(x,y) ∥2 < ε
(x,y),w

(9)
To efficiently find the solution of Equation 9, hierarchical search is used to solve the problem with required subpixel accuracy. First, candidates for (x, y) are sparsely chosen among all the feasible alignment positions. After l1 minimization, only the candidate with smallest ∥w∥1 is selected as the start point for next search level. For each level,
the search range decreases while the precision increases. A
threshold for the minimum search step is preset to terminate
the procedure when desired precision is reached. An example of the search procedure is demonstrated in Figure 5b,
where alignment accuracy of 0.1 pixel is achieved via 3 levels search. Note that if the total number of feasible positions
at desired precision level is N , then computational complexity is reduced to M logM N approximately, where M
is the number of candidates chosen in each level.
The solution of Equation 9 is usually accurate enough
for estimation. If higher accuracy is required, the obtained

(x̂, ŷ) and the corresponding (xy , y y ), which denotes the
bottom right position of the alignment region, can be set as
initial values. Then further alignment can be done by using
a method such as gradient descent to optimize these two
positions with a cost function similar to Equation 9.
Wagner et al. [14] also proposed to use l1 -minimization
for alignment with regard to the face recognition problem.
However, their method only involves face images from the
same person to avoid local minimum. Thus it minimizes the
l1 -norm of the reconstruction error rather than the weights
because the weights are dense for the same person. On the
contrary, our method directly minimizes the l1 -norm of the
weights for the global minimum. Furthermore, their method
is designed for pixel-wise alignment of high resolution face
image, while in our case we align with subpixel accuracy
for low resolution eye image.

3. Evaluation and discussion
We evaluated the performance of the proposed method
via extensive experiments. To obtain training and test data,
we developed a system on a desktop PC with an 18-inch
LCD monitor and a webcam of VGA resolution. The user
was asked to sit in front of the monitor (about 50cm-60cm
away) and keep his head stable with the help of a chinrest.
The system captured the user’s frontal appearance while his
gaze was focusing on each marker shown on the screen. The
markers’ positions were saved and the appearance features
were extracted from the captured images.
As one of our goals is to allow sparse sampling of training data, we designed several sampling patterns on the
screen that contained only 9, 18, 23, or 33 training points,
as shown in Figure 6.
To measure the accuracy, estimation error is calculated
by view angle:
error = arctan(

∥x̂ − x′ ∥2
)
duser

(10)

where ∥x̂ − x′ ∥2 denotes the Euclidean distance between
real gaze position x′ and the estimated gaze position x̂, and
duser indicates the average distance from user’s eyes to the
screen. In practice, gaze position is computed as the average
estimation results for both left and right eyes.
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Figure 6: Patterns for obtaining training samples. Red
crosses indicate the calibration points on the screen with
total number of 9, 18, 23, and 33 in each pattern.
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Figure 7: An example of solved weights ŵ and gaze estimation error under different ε for one test sample.

3.1. Determining ε for l1 -optimization
We complete the discussion on determining the value for
ε in Section 2.3. Intuitively, larger ε results in smaller ∥ŵ∥1
from Equation 8. Then essential issues include how is the
proper value of ε determined? What is more important, does
this process keep reducing ∥ŵ∥0 ? We show one typical experimental result in Figure 7. It is clear that with ε increasing, ∥ŵ∥0 reaches the minimum when ∥ŵ∥1 just converges
to 1T ŵ = 1. At the same time, the estimation error is also
minimized. If ε continues to enlarge, both ∥ŵ∥0 and the
estimation error increase.
To understand this, note that if Equation 7 holds, then
∥w∥1 ≥ 1T w = 1

(11)

meaning that ∥ŵ∥1 reaches the minimum of 1 when all the
elements in ŵ become nonnegative. After this, ∥ŵ∥1 equals
1T ŵ, thus further increasing ε turns Equation 8 into
ŵ = arg min1T w
w

s.t. ∥Ew − ê∥2 < ε

(12)

According to Equation 7, 1T ŵ is directly controlled by
Ew − ê1 . Therefore, Equation 12 no longer reduces ∥ŵ∥0 .
Instead, ŵ becomes dense and ∥ŵ∥0 increases. Moreover,
Equation 12 breaks the constraint of 1T w = 1 and makes
the linear combination invalid for estimation.
Therefore, the optimal value of ε should be determined
when the minimized ∥ŵ∥1 just converges to 1, which brings
two benefits: 1) such ε achieves the sparsest solution ŵ
which is obtained by Equation 8 rather than Equation 12,
while not breaking the constraint of 1T w = 1; and 2) the
nonnegativity of ŵ ensures that the linear combination is
performed inside the convex region constituted by {e′j },
which is a good property for interpolation.
However, optimizing ε for every test sample is time consuming. On the basis of observation that the optimal value
1 1T ŵ

= 1T (Ew − ê) + 1
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Figure 8: Example of estimating peripheral gaze position.
(a): the true gaze position (green circle) lies out of the
region composed by the supporting training samples (red
stars), and the interpolation result (blue circle) with allnonnegative weights is not accurate. Thus an extrapolation
should be better with negative weights. (b): therefore, if we
still choose a value for ε when ∥ŵ∥1 converges to 1 (indicated by the circle), it will be too large for estimation.
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Figure 9: Comparison of average gaze estimation errors and
standard deviations from Table 1.
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of ε is very stable under the same parameters, it is better to
use a constant value εc for all the test samples:
∑
αi ε i
, αi = exp(−κ∥xi − ẋ∥2 )
(13)
εc = ∑i
i αi
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3.2. Comprehensive evaluation and comparison
We first evaluated the estimation accuracy using our
datasets. Training samples were obtained as shown in Figure 6 with total numbers of 9, 18, 23, and 33. Test samples
were evenly collected on the screen without overlapping the
training samples. Eye appearance features were extracted
using the method in Section 2.1 with 2 × 4 and 3 × 5 subregion division strategies, denoted as 8-D and 15-D feature,
respectively. A total of 332 training samples and 800 test
samples were tested for four subjects.
Table 1 compares the estimation errors of the proposed
method with those of the commonly used local region-based
method [11]. The local region-based method finds the closest triangle to the test sample in the Delaunay triangulated
mesh, and chooses its three vertex and their direct neighbors
as supporting training samples. We also modified the local
region-based method by only selecting the three vertex of
the closest triangle to be the supporting samples (denoted as
‘local triangle region-based’). This modification improved
the performance because the training samples were sparsely
collected in our datasets. The results demonstrate that the
proposed method achieves the highest estimation accuracy
in most experimental conditions. Note that solving Equa-
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where εi is obtained by leave-one-out experiments for each
training sample, and ẋ is the screen center position. With
sufficiently large κ, the calculated weights {αi } in Equation 13 ensure that εi from the peripheral sample is less influential to εc . This is illustrated and explained in Figure 8.
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Figure 10: Two estimation examples are illustrated in each
row. Left: estimated gaze positions (blue circles) by the
proposed method and the true gaze positions (green circles)
in screen coordinate; Right: comparative results by local
region-based method [11]. Specifically, the red stars indicate the selected training samples with their sizes indicating
the absolute values of linear combination weights.
tion 8 requires smaller feature dimensionality than the training samples’ number, thus the results for ‘15-D/9’ are not
obtained. Figure 9 plots the average estimation errors and
standard deviations to show the advantage of the proposed
method intuitively.
Figure 10 shows two individual estimation examples to
further explain the benefit of the proposed method. The local region-based method clearly assigns weights densely to
the supporting samples, while the proposed method adaptively selects the fewest samples through all training samples in accordance with linear representability rather than
distance, and achieves better estimation accuracy.
Finally, as additional information, Table 2 compares the
accuracy of our method with those reported by existing
appearance-based gaze tracking approaches. Note that this
comparison is not direct due to the fact that different systems require substantially different training data. However,
it can still be revealed from Table 2 that our method shows
the ability to accept much fewer training samples while

Feature dimensionality/training samples
Proposed method
Subject A
Local region-based [11]
Local triangle region-based
Proposed method
Subject B
Local region-based [11]
Local triangle region-based
Proposed method
Subject C
Local region-based [11]
Local triangle region-based
Proposed method
Subject D
Local region-based [11]
Local triangle region-based
Proposed method
Average
Local region-based [11]
Local triangle region-based

8-D/9 8-D/18
1.03
1.07
3.05
2.02
1.61
1.15
0.99
0.80
5.11
2.76
1.22
1.02
1.34
0.74
2.52
1.72
1.47
1.16
0.59
0.52
3.23
1.85
1.02
0.55
0.99
0.78
3.48
2.09
1.33
0.97

8-D/23
0.91
1.66
1.27
1.03
1.92
0.93
0.63
2.33
0.79
0.40
1.89
0.47
0.74
1.95
0.87

8-D/33 15-D/9
0.85
1.72
1.91
1.52
0.97
0.88
2.15
1.35
1.22
1.40
0.68
2.00
1.84
1.19
1.20
0.63
1.15
2.00
0.63
1.52
0.76
1.76
1.78
1.14
1.27

15-D/18
0.75
1.11
0.82
0.80
0.81
1.15
0.64
0.94
0.95
0.57
1.00
1.22
0.69
0.97
1.04

15-D/23
0.70
0.94
0.83
0.76
1.20
0.84
0.66
0.75
0.98
0.40
0.80
0.90
0.63
0.92
0.89

15-D/33
0.66
1.11
1.16
0.67
1.12
0.74
0.63
1.32
0.80
0.50
1.47
0.80
0.62
1.26
0.88

Table 1: Comparison of gaze estimation error (in degree) between the proposed method, the original and modified local
region-based methods using the same datasets. Totally 332 training samples and 800 test samples are tested for 4 subjects.
Method
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

Error
0.99◦
0.69◦
0.62◦

S3 GP [16]

1.32◦

S3 GP+edge+filter [16]

0.83◦

Tan et al. [11]
Baluja et al. [2]
Xu et al. [18]

0.5◦
1.5◦
1.5◦

Training samples
9
18
33
16 labeled and
75 unlabeled
16 labeled and
75 unlabeled
252
2000
3000

Table 2: Comparison with existing appearance-based methods based on their reported estimation error and number of
training samples .
achieving very high accuracy. Using 15-D feature and 18
training samples is a good tradeoff between easy calibration
and high precision. Note that the method of Tan et al. [11]
achieves the highest accuracy in Table 2 with 252 training
samples. However, given much fewer training samples with
low dimensionality, its accuracy degrades significantly in
our experiments as shown in Table 1 and Figure 9. Other
notable points include 1) all these existing methods use very
high dimensional features generated from high resolution
eye images, while our method only extracts very low dimensional feature regardless of eye image resolution; and 2) our
method adaptively selects supporting training samples, thus
is the only one that allows directly adding/removing any
training samples into/from the system.

3.3. Performance for low resolution images
Performance of using high resolution training images to
estimate gaze from low resolution test images is assessed.

Figure 11: Low resolution images by down-sampling. The
vertical and horizontal scaling factor for each image is 0.2,
0.25, 0.33, 0.4 and 0.5, respectively.

The low resolution images can be acquired either by low
resolution cameras or capturing from a distance. However,
to obtain the ground truth, down-sampled images were used
in our experiment by scaling factors of 0.2, 0.25, 0.33, 0.4,
and 0.5 for both vertical and horizontal directions. Examples are illustrated in Figure 11, where each eye region includes around 30, 50, 90, 110, and 170 pixels. Features
were extracted by the method introduced in Section 2.4.
Experiments were conducted under different scaling factors. Figure 12a plots how gaze estimation error varies with
relative alignment error (misalignment in pixels/scaling factor). It is clear that smaller alignment error reduces estimation error directly (the lower bound is less than 2◦ ).
Besides, as shown in Figure 12b, the alignment error is
closely correlated to ∥ŵ∥1 and tends to be zero when the
minimum of ∥ŵ∥1 = 1 is reached by the optimization
introduced in Section 2.4. These experimental evidences
indicate that by minimizing ∥ŵ∥1 our method is able to
achieve the best estimation accuracy. Note that these results
show little sensitivity to different scaling factors (except 0.2
which is extremely small), which helps to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed alignment method and lowdimensional feature. The final results for gaze estimation
from low resolution test images are shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 12: Relationships between alignment error, estimation error, and ∥ŵ∥1 minimization.
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Figure 13: Results of gaze estimation using low resolution
images. Note that the accuracy is still comparable to other
high resolution and dense sampling methods.

3.4. Discussion of limitation
Our method accepts low resolution images as test inputs,
which in practice are supposed to be captured from a distance. On the other hand, like most existing appearancebased methods, our method currently assumes a fixed head
pose near the screen. Thus there is still way to go towards
practical gaze tracking systems by combining the proposed
resolution-invariant technique with head pose-free scheme,
which is our future research direction.

4. Conclusion
We propose a novel approach for human gaze estimation from eye appearance. The approach is built upon the
adaptive linear regression method that automatically selects
training samples for mapping. Compared with commonly
used local region-based regression, our method achieves
higher accuracy while using fewer training samples. Furthermore, the proposed low-dimensional feature extraction
and subpixel alignment techniques enable accurate estimation even for very low resolution images. On the basis of
the proposed method, a gaze tracking system can be implemented that allows easy calibration and is robust to both
resolution variation and misalignment.
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